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Finiliar	
fi·nil·iar	

noun	
trademark	

1. Digital	entity	feeding	off	data	sets	produced	by	companies,	currencies,	and	other	large	institutions,	using	a	
cute	facial	interface	to	elicit	a	sense	of	emotional	attachment	within	the	viewer.	

Arsenal	Contemporary	New	York	is	pleased	to	present	its	inaugural	exhibition	with	Ed	Fornieles,	featuring	
telematic	LED	works,	inkjet	prints,	sculptures,	and	an	animated	digital	video.	Fornieles	creates	stages	for	
performative	cultures	stemming	from	the	ebb	and	flow	of	information	through	various	systems	of	value.	Paying	
particular	attention	to	ludic	qualities	of	subject	formation	and	the	polymorphic	attachments	that	develop	in	these	
sites,	his	work	navigates	the	porous	threshold	between	the	virtual	and	IRL.	
	
Culminating	from	a	recent	residency	at	Arsenal	Montreal,	The	Finiliar	seeks	to	map	the	oft-invisible	circulation	of	
global	capital.	Rebranding	major	currencies	as	characters	employed	by	a	Tamagotchi-inspired	enterprise,	Fornieles	
creates	an	auxiliary	market	defined	by	and	operating	according	to	the	pre-existing	terms	and	conditions	of	the	
worldwide	economy.	Adapting	the	popular	collectibles	of	Japanese	kawaii	culture,	The	Finiliar	reimages	currencies	
as	soft,	globular	figures	whose	range	of	emotions	—from	celebratory	champagne	guzzling	to	tear-jerking—come	to	
evocatively	symbolize	the	perpetual	flux	in	global	monetary	values.	Three	looming	LED	screens	synced	to	real-time	
short-	and	long-term	value	projections	for	the	Canadian	dollar,	British	pound,	and	Ethereum	implicate	the	viewer	
in	an	empathetic	relation	to	capital,	baiting	us	to	‘take	care’	of	these	emotive	figures.	Here,	the	usual	flattening	of	
data	that	transforms	the	abstract	into	the	representational,	enabling	its	legibility,	arrives	in	the	literal	
personification	of	money,	inciting	a	nurturing	transhuman	relationship	with	the	otherwise	invisible	or	discrete.	In	
this	way,	the	Finiliar	gives	form	to	late-capitalism’s	lasting	fantasy—its	latent	promise	to	(any	day	now)	
substantiate	money	as	a	channel	towards	well-being	and	care	rather	than	mere	yearning—so	that	Fornieles	
returns	tacit	expectations	into	content.	
	
Like	all	brands,	The	Finiliar	functions	as	a	source	for	production	rather	than	a	commodity	in	and	of	itself,	meaning	
that	its	regeneration	through	self-actualization	is	inevitable.	Fornieles	advances	these	expectations	by	way	of	a	
series	of	sculptures	and	prints,	posed	as	merchandise	that	enforces	the	brand.	Ingrained	in	its	own	theatre,	the	
Finiliar’s	techno-animism	stems	from	its	reliance	on	interpreted	data	and	its	ongoing	unfolding.	Tulip	Fever,	a	
single	channel	video,	considers	the	possible	relations	between	Finiliars.	Dramas	play	out	in	an	imagined	corollary	
to	the	real-world	trajectory	each	character	follows.	These	simulations	offer	additional	truths	that	press	on	the	real-
time	mappings	of	Finiliars,	disclosing	lurking	realities	as	well	as	fantasies-in-the-making	as	economies	brush	up	and	
share.	The	Finiliar	is,	after	all,	both	a	relentless	cataloguing	of	capital	in	time	as	well	as	a	further	addition	to	the	
tide	of	new	things	that	global	culture	relentlessly	produces.	
	
Ed	Fornieles	is	a	British	artist	living	and	working	in	Montreal.	He	holds	an	MA	in	Sculpture	from	the	Royal	College	
of	Art.	Solo	exhibitions	have	been	held	at	New	Museum,	New	York;	Chisenhale	Gallery,	London;	Serpentine	
Gallery,	London;	Arratia	Beer,	Berlin;	and	Carl	Kostyal,	Stockholm.	His	work	has	been	presented	in	group	
exhibitions	at	Palais	de	Tokyo,	Paris;	Schirn	Kunsthalle,	Frankfurt;	Boetzelaer	Nispen,	Amsterdam;	Arsenal,	
Montreal;	and	Carlos/Ishikawa,	London.	In	2017,	Fornieles	will	debut	a	billboard	campaign	in	New	York	City	under	
the	auspices	of	the	exhibition	Commercial	Break	with	Public	Art	Fund.	
	



	
Arsenal	Contemporary	is	a	private	art	center	promoting	dialogues	between	contemporary	artists	working	in	
Canada	and	internationally.	Established	in	Montreal	in	2012,	Arsenal	Contemporary	is	the	largest	private	art	center	
in	Canada.	In	2014	the	project	expanded	to	include	a	location	in	Toronto.	Since	its	inception,	Arsenal	
Contemporary's	programming	has	been	driven	by	renowned	artists,	presenting	them	often	for	the	first	time	in	
Canada,	while	promoting	dance,	performance,	lectures,	and	housing	guest	projects,	including	biennials.	We	are	
pleased	to	present	Arsenal	Contemporary	in	New	York,	where	we	will	continue	to	show	curatorial	projects	with	
emerging	and	established	artists	across	disciplines.	
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The	Finiliar’s	existence	is	tethered	to	structures	far	beyond	the	control	of	any	singular	author,	including	the	artist.	
Instead,	its	fate	is	predicated	upon	the	data	on	which	it	relentlessly	feeds—the	perpetual	flux	on	an	unreliable	
market	returned	and	reembodied	as	the	creature’s	psychological	states.	

In this configuration, the user/owner of a Finiliar is in reality simply its viewer, unable to directly affect, 
nurture, or sway the emotions of their cute companion. This impotence becomes most dire when a viewer 
is faced with a sick or depressed Finilar, when the character’s negative state signals real-world 
quandaries that will in turn impact the caretaker’s livelihood. When linked to a country’s GDP or currency, 
a Finiliar’s high, for example, may represent the creation of thousands of jobs, whereas a spat of 
depression may point to deep-seated economic decline affecting millions. In this way, the emotional 
tumult of these bulbous friends may signal political shifts, reconfigurations of populations, renegotiations 
of civility and life, so that the adorable and cherubic forms that make the franchise so desirable are 
stripped back to reveal frictions within encounters seeped in capital.  
 
Sometime during this revelation, the viewer is compelled to negotiate that the maintenance and upkeep of 
their Finiliar cannot simply rest on a single set of shoulders; that responsibility is here tied to a 
choreography of persons, systems, and models already in place but defined by continual cataclysmic 
shifting. This may advance a sense of futility on the user’s part. While discrete forms of data are here 
entered into the image-world and made legible to the viewer, this information is ultimately too unwieldy 
and undefined—too spread out and unfocused—to register, much less engineer. 
 
What does it mean, then, to render the relationship between subjects and capital visible, to give it more 
space, to snap it into and strip it down to focus? What is divulged in the expectation of transhuman 
empathy between subjects and money—two incongruent forces destined to never sync into a pleasant 
rhythm? Is empathy accessible in this site? And if so, what does is serve to punctuate—no, envelop—our 
already always tumultuous relationship with capital vis-à-vis  care? 
 
And what does it mean to encounter a system occupying a state of quasi-humanness when it is impelled 
to cast away the humanity of most of its participants—namely those for whom it already fails to care, its 
marginalized—in order to operate according to what looks like, but obviously fails as a plan? In an 
arrangement defined by stress, why would we (or can we) buy into the sale by the artist of stress-as-
game, a game with no aim and thus no chance at winning?  
 
Seen in this light, the enterprise of the Finiliar obviously casts a dark tone. What may be made clearest in 
this unstable structure is a reversal of expected roles: possessing a body-of-sorts the Finiliar deprives the 
viewer of their own, flattening them into a set of data, variables bereft of materiality, the very sustenance 
that propels the so-called life of this agent. Further, is this not, after all, simply one among countless 
examples of the systematic cannibalism that frames all relationships under capital? To this end, why 
shouldn’t the Finiliar have a body? It is ultimately less a representation of something than its embodiment, 
its robust 2D form encapsulating a whirlwind host of interactions operating without intention or morality, 
whose only pursuit is value and growth.  
 



	
And so, in the end, it comes as no surprise that the Finiliar’s happiness and wellbeing arrives at the 
expense of another’s sickness and demise. If this were an animal species, it would have no tolerance for 
taste or desire, the very motives that likely incited its conception. The Finiliars are cannibals whose pitiful 
range in design and emotion belies the massive quantity of data we have asked of them and the systems 
they rely on to gather and compress.  
 
Ultimately, how is the viewer meant to judge this ecosystem? Maybe they are just meant to sit back, 
hypnotized by its perpetual reconfiguration--a paper-thin ballet of happiness and sadness, tears and 
cheers, under a regime too big to not make small. Or maybe, The Finiliars reveals that change need not 
incite participation or interaction—a two-way channel. That a body or system shifts according to our own 
movements, patterns, purchases, reconfigurations, begets a woeful deception that this system ever cared 
for us, that its attachment to us was anything more than a feeding. 
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exhibitions	at	Palais	de	Tokyo,	Paris;	Schirn	Kunsthalle,	Frankfurt;	Boetzelaer	Nispen,	Amsterdam;	Arsenal,	
Montreal;	and	Carlos/Ishikawa,	London.	In	2017,	Fornieles	will	debut	a	billboard	campaign	in	New	York	City	under	
the	auspices	of	the	exhibition	Commercial	Break	with	Public	Art	Fund.	
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